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Gopherania is a country of around 60 million inhabitants. Around 90% of household have a fixed line 
connection to the telecommunications network which is provider by 2 networks – Gopherbell which is owned 
by the state and controls about 90% of infrastructure and Gotel which is a private company which has 
developed its own network (mainly in major towns and cities and accounts for the other 10% of fixed line 
infrastructure) and there are more than 70 million subscriptions to its 4 mobile networks. The president of 
Gopherania is looking for big ideas to assist his re-election campaign and seeks advice from you how to deal 
with ONE of the following issues. His briefing paper reads as follows.

We currently require all network and service providers to obtain a licence prior to commencing activities. I 
have heard that in Europe this is now seen as an outmoded notion and I want to be seen as a modern 
leader. I’m concerned though that if we make it too easy to enter the market chaos might result. Can you 
advise me how I might best proceed?



Introduction and overview
In seeking to reform its telecommunications strategy, Gopherania is considering changing the regime by 
which would-be market entrants can launch new communications services. In seeking to make this change, 
Gopherania wishes to renounce its existing licensing-based regime, in favour of Europe’s “modern”  notion of 
regulation. Given that Europe moved from a licensing model to one based on authorisation in 2002 as an 
ongoing attempt to secure liberalisation in the communications market1, it would seem that the president 
refers to a change to authorisation.

Whilst described by some as a “sea change”, the distinction between licensing and authorisation is solely 
one of ex ante  state control, and, as such, is relatively insubstantial; any effect of market liberalisation arises 
not from the concept of authorisation itself, but the delta between the market situation under the previous 
regime, and the breadth and stringency of obligations under the authorisation regime.

For example, where a state has exerted considerable control by withholding licences, and the regime is 
replaced by a light-touch authorisation-based approach, the liberalising effect is likely to be considerable; 
conversely, the application of the same reforming approach to a regime which, whilst technically based on 
licensing, amounted to little more than rubber-stamping of applications, would not have the same liberalising 
effect, despite both regimes achieving the same end result.

Analysis of the benefits of adoption of authorisation must take the form of an assessment of the market 
situation prior to change, rather than simply looking at the position post-change. Where a state uses 
licensing to secure a high barrier to entry, and wishes to achieve a more dynamic, competitive market, a 
move to a welcoming environment is, in terms of the aims of liberalisation, clearly beneficial, and, since this 
appears to be the goal of the president, likely a suitable approach for Gopherania.

Just as the concept of authorisation does not give rise to a liberalised market, neither does it cause market 
chaos - market chaos is caused by insufficient regulatory scope and obligations, and takes the form of both 
direct consumer harm (e.g. lack of privacy or network security) and indirect consumer harm (failure to ensure 
a competitive market place). Each of these harms can be largely mitigated by ensuring that (a) the scope of 
the regulatory regime is appropriate, focussing on regulation of objectives rather than technologies, and does 
not discriminate between providers offering similar services, (b) the nature of the obligations within the 
regime encompasses the most likely harms, and takes effect in a proportionate, risk-aware manner, and (c) 
that the regime is support by a suitably resourced and empowered regulator. With this framework in place, 
Gopherania could enjoy a regime which facilitates new market entrants with a lowered barrier of entry, but 
with proportionate protections against market chaos.

Authorisation is not the only approach which Gopherania could seek to take, and the article concludes by 
offering a number of alternative models, including approval-based licensing on standardised terms, industry 
self-regulation and finally abolishing any form of regulatory regime, with regulation solely on the basis of 
commercial expediency. However, each of these approaches suffers from substantial problems, and, whilst 
they might be theoretical alternatives to authorisation, they are unlikely to be seen as practical substitutes, at 
least without further research and consideration.

Licensing and authorisation: similar, but different?
It would seem that Gopherania already has a licensing regime, and is keen to move to one based on 
authorisation. To evaluate such a transition, it is worth considering the aims of an authorisation approach, 
and then the difference between licensing and authorisation.

Authorisation, it might be said, is a way of encouraging creativity in the communications space, and the 
stimulation of competition through lowered barriers of entry, to enable more entrants to participate in a 
market. As the ITU puts it:

1 See, for example, directive 2002/22/EC, overhauling the 1998 telecommunications package



“[a] well-designed framework for authorization creates a foundation for a healthy, competitive 
information and communication technologies ... sector that is stable enough to provide 
consistent services to consumers, yet flexible enough to integrate new technologies.”2

The key distinction between the concepts of licensing and authorisation is relatively simplistic: whilst a 
licensing-based approach retains a state’s discretion to approve, or veto, any particular request to provide a 
service, an authorisation-based approach permits any would-be participant to enter the market, provided that 
it complies with certain standard conditions. The main difference between the two is based neither in the 
substance of the imposed conditions, nor in their scope, but rather in the role of the state.

With a licensing model, the state is a gatekeeper, with the power to control which providers are entitled to 
operate in the communications market place on an individualised basis - access to the market is not 
necessarily grounded in the objectivity of ability to comply with terms, but on the subjective basis of state 
approval. Conversely, in a regime based on authorisation, the state retains a vestige of ex ante power, but 
this is limited to determination of the scope and substance of the conditions of authorisation. Whilst this still 
entails a degree of state control over market entry, it is an objective control, since all those which meet the 
criteria are entitled to offer their service.

Whilst some have described the move away from licensing to authorisation as a “sea change”3, it is perhaps 
hard, on a theoretical analysis, to understand why the effect would be considered so pronounced. Rather 
than the absence of a licence, which might be implied by the change in terminology, an authorisation, one 
could argue, is simply the grant of a licence on the basis of compliance with pre-defined terms, rather than a 
discretionary grant, perhaps subject to individually negotiated terms - a move from explicit authorisation to 
general authorisation.4

Whether an authorisation is explicit or general, market entrants are bound by a series of conditions 
governing their activities; lack of prior approval is not the same as an unregulated environment, and a regime 
based on authorisation need not mean lack of notification formalities.5  Similarly, a state would need to 
manage adherence to the conditions, whether imposed by licence or authorisation, and would need to 
ensure that appropriate sanctions could be applied in a timely manner, to redress any failures.

Whilst often seen as a move towards liberalisation, one might suggest that any liberalising effect apparently 
caused by a shift to an authorisation model arises not from the concept of authorisation itself, but rather from 
the delta between the licensing practices of the state prior to liberalisation, and the nature of the new 
authorisation regime. The greater the difference, the more liberalising the effect would seem.

For example, if Gopherania habitually approves all requests from new service providers, and imposes a 
standard set of licensing requirements, it is, to many intents and purposes, already operating an 
authorisation regime, with the licensing body of Gopherania acting as little more than a rubber-stamp to a 
process. Whilst a change towards an authorisation process might canonise this behaviour, the change would 
have limited actual impact; a documentary update, rather than a real change in behaviour.

Alternatively, if the requirements for authorisation were more burdensome (requiring, perhaps, a notification 
procedure6, coupled with a administrative charge7) the liberalising effect of the introduction of an 
authorisation-base regime might be minimal, even if the preceding licensing regime was particularly 
prohibitive and unwelcoming. As such, whilst, in theory, the market might be considered liberalised, in the 
sense that state approval was no longer required, in practice, there would remain barriers to entry, with the 
effect of preventing the stimulation of new services.

2 “Authorisation of Telecommunications Services” (2007), International Telecommunications Union, at page 3

3 “The Development of Communications Law” (2011), Lloyd, at page 10

4 “Towards a new framework for Electronic Communications infrastructure and associated services” (1999), COM (1999) 539, at page vii

5  Spain, for example, requires that a would-be provider must notify the Spanish Telecommunications Market Commission, including 
administrative and technical documentation, and a description of the network and services to be provided. (Law 32/2003, General on 
Telecommunications)

6 Art. 3(3), directive 2002/22/EC

7 Art. 12(1), directive 2002/22/EC



Extrapolating upon this, it would seem that there are two primary requirements for a move to authorisation to 
have a profound effect:

Firstly, the current situation would need to be one in which the state actively managed the communications 
market, declining applications by would-be new service providers, or else maintaining a regulatory position 
which deterred new applications - for example, by operating the primary communications provider itself, or 
else failing to regulate the private operation of a former national provider which benefits from monopolisation 
of a pre-existing network infrastructure, thereby creating a substantial financial and practical barrier to entry. 

Secondly, the revised regime would need to ensure that new providers were able, in practice, to compete in 
the market, as well as being authorised to do so - whilst a new provider might no longer have a problem 
gaining the necessary permission to compete, if conditions in the marketplace render competition impossible 
on a practical basis, the benefit of authorisation is theoretical.

Turning from the theoretical to the practical, determining the real-world effect of the change from licensing to 
authorisation is, unfortunately, no easy task. Whilst some regulators within Europe have chosen to retain a 
requirement on service providers to notify before providing regulated services, not all have opted to do so - 
whilst this might reduce some of the bureaucracy faced by a provider, reducing the barriers to entry, it has 
the adverse effect of making it difficult to find statistical evidence from which trends can be identified. Where 
market evidence does exist8, it is inevitably influenced by a range of factors, of which a change in licensing 
regime is but one - particularly relevant factors are likely to include the general economic situation, and 
technological advancement. For example, whilst Ofcom reports an 8% increase in VoIP usage between 2008 
and 2010, and a 9% increase in awareness of VoIP services9, there are insufficient data to determine the 
cause of this rise.

It is also hard to find evidence in support of the Commission’s proposition that

“[e]xtending the use of general authorisations should also solve many of the problems 
associated with variations in Member States’ licensing regimes, removing much of the need for 
mechanisms such as a single European licence or a system of mutual recognition of 
authorisations.”10

In practice, attempting to ensure that one legal entity is authorised to provide a multi-national 
communications service remains a challenging task.11  Even within Europe, where a single market for 
communications has been a goal for a number of years12, understanding the regulatory position is 
cumbersome and time-consuming, with a provider needing to seek advice in each European market into 
which it proposes to offer a service to understand what initial (e.g. notification, payment of an entry fee) and 
ongoing (reporting, income-related payment obligations) requirements exist. Despite Europe’s mandated 
lowered barriers to entry in terms of authorisation, the task is a non-trivial one. Fortunately, since Gopherania 
appears to be an individual state, without obligations to a unified or federated collective, concerns around 
harmonisation are likely to be fewer. If this should not be the case, care must be taken to ensure that the 
implementation of a reformist regime is strongly, rather than loosely, harmonised, to achieve real-world 
benefit.

The picture so far, it would seem, is rather a bleak one; for the theoretical benefit to have a pronounced 
effect in practice, a particularly poor existing market situation coupled with an expansive and permissive 
authorisation regime is required. However, as with many things, a change of perspective enables one to view 

8 For example, Ofcom’s 2010 communications market report indicates no increase in voice revenues, and minimal (1%) growth in data 
revenues, predominantly from increased consumption of mobile data services: http://www.ofcom.org.uk/static/cmr-10/UKCM-5.4.html

9 http://www.ofcom.org.uk/static/cmr-10/UKCM-5.69.html

10 “Towards a new framework for Electronic Communications infrastructure and associated services” (1999), COM (1999) 538, at page 
22

11  The author is currently leading such an activity in respect of machine to machine services, with a worldwide scope. Although the 
notion of a global telecommunications company already exists, this tends to mean a corporate structure of operators in different markets 
around the world, rather than one legal entity operating in many markets.

12 See, for example, COM (2007) 696, at page 3



the same situation in a different light: if the greatest effect is seen in a particularly inhospitable market, the 
reform is succeeding where it is most needed. A move from an absolute barrier to entry to a welcoming 
environment is, in terms of the aims of liberalisation, clearly beneficial.

In a similar vein, lack of movement within a market does not necessarily imply that liberalisation has failed 
(although that remains a possibility), but could instead reflect that the market benefited from previous good 
behaviours; instead of indicating a failed policy, perhaps it indicates that the market in question was less in 
need of reform - applying a fresh coat of paint to a recently-painted fence is unlikely to have much effect, but 
repairing and painting a decrepit and fading fence could be transformative.

To this end, when one considers the impact authorisation reform has had on communications markets within 
Europe, one needs to bear in mind the state of the market prior to reform, rather than merely looking at the 
market after the transition. The greatest transformative effect of liberalisation, and thus the “sea change” in 
approach which seemed perhaps questionable earlier, would be felt most strongly in those markets in 
greatest need of reform. As one commentator has noted:

“[since] the licensing system worked reasonably well within the United Kingdom where there 
was a strong policy supporting the opening of markets to competition, [the move to 
authorisation] proved more problematic in a number of European states whose governments 
were notably lacking in enthusiasm towards allowing other undertakings to compete with state 
owned telecommunication providers.”13

The impact of reform on Gopherania, then, would depend on the current state of Gopherania’s market. Since 
Gopherania has such a strong state-owned incumbent fixed line operator, reducing barriers to entry is likely 
to have a considerable positive effect in terms of opening up  the market, provided that the conditions of 
authorisation contained suitable mechanisms for dealing with the unbalanced competitive landscape. 
However, one might draw a distinction between a change which is good for Gopherania’s communications 
market, and one which is good for Gopherania’s government. Since the incumbent fixed operator is state-
owned, with a considerable (90%) market share, Gopherania’s government is likely to receive considerable 
revenue from the operation - permitting more market entrants, and imposing terms on Gopherbell to reduce 
its distortive effect on competition would likely reduce those revenues. Within Europe, the European 
Commission has taken a considerable number of actions14  against Member States for incorrect 
implementation of the 2002 framework15, as well as for failures to communicate transposition measures16. 
However, since Gopherania appears to be a sovereign state, seeking to enact legislation of its own accord, 
there is unlikely to be a higher authority capable of taking enforcement action; if the President intends to 
push through with reforms which would benefit citizens of Gopherania at the cost of harming the profitability 
of Gopherbell, he will need to ensure he has sufficient political impetus to overcome objections and 
hesitations.

Authorisation alone, one might conclude, is insufficient to drive liberalisation - it depends on the state of the 
market, and the nature of the reform. However, where a market uses licensing as a high barrier to entry, a 
move to authorisation is likely to be beneficial. The president of Gopherania would therefore be advised to 
consider adopting an approach of authorisation if he wishes to stimulate third party communications services 
in Gopherania, and would be further advised to ensure that any reforming regime was appropriate to the 
circumstances of Gopherania; the one tailors the approach to the needs, and current ills, of Gopherania, the 
more greater the likelihood of a successful outcome.

Avoiding market chaos
If the effect of reform is dependent on the state of the market and the nature of the changes to the regime, it 
follows that the likelihood, and extent, of resultant market chaos would have similar dependencies. Just as a 
move to authorisation would not necessarily lead to market liberalisation, moving to authorisation would not 

13 “The Development of Communications Law” (2011), Lloyd, at page 10

14 http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/policy/ecomm/doc/implementation_enforcement/infringements/guidetocaselaw2010en.pdf

15  h t t p : / / ec .eu ropa .eu / i n fo rma t ion_soc ie t y /po l i cy /ecomm/doc / imp lemen ta t i on_en fo rcemen t / i n f r i ngemen ts /
inf_proc_incorr_impl_060411.pdf

16 http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/policy/ecomm/doc/implementation_enforcement/infringements/inf_noncom_october2007.pdf



necessarily lead to market chaos; the scope and obligations of the reforming regime, and the strength and 
approach of the regulator, each play a determinative role if either avoiding, or else causing, chaos.

However, it is worth taking a few words to consider what is meant by “market chaos.”  Chaos, it seems, could 
arise in two main forms. Firstly, and the form most likely in the mind of the president, is a situation in which a 
plethora of communications services enter the market, failing to adequately protect consumers (whether from 
the point of view of delivery on emergency calls, respect for a consumers’ privacy or otherwise), without 
sufficient regulatory power to tackle the resultant mess. Secondly, there is the situation in which the 
imbalance of power caused by the position of an incumbent operator distorts the market for communications, 
rendering the lowered barrier of authorisation meaningless. Whilst perhaps this situation does not appear to 
neatly fit the description of “chaos”, one might argue that a consumer is no better protected in an unregulated 
but highly innovative market than in one in which the consumer has no real choice; since market distortion is 
a likely effect of an imbalanced competitive landscape, it is important for a regulatory regime to take the 
issue of competition seriously.

With this dual-pronged approach in mind, this section will consider the scope and obligations of the 
regulatory regime, and the role of the regulator. 

The scope and obligations of the regulatory regime

Scope

Unsurprisingly, the scope of a regime is a critical component in its success or failure. Since a regime can 
only regulate those services which fall within its scope, the ambit of the regime must be sufficiently wide to 
encompass all relevant services, whilst excluding any services which do not need to be regulated - too 
narrow, and the regime produces distortive effects by failing to regulate evenly; too wide, and the regime is 
disproportionate, and cumbersome to administer.

In determining the scope of a regime, a legislator would benefit considerably from possessing a crystal ball, 
since this exercise involves a degree of prediction, to foresee technological advances which might prove 
challenging to existing communications services, as well as changes in behaviours and societal attitudes, 
which might dictate different approaches with the communications sphere. Indeed, as technology evolves at 
a pace far faster than that of law and regulation, any regulation which focuses solely on the technologies and 
mechanisms in the marketplace today is likely to be close to, if not actually, irrelevant before it comes into 
force. Defining the scope of a regime based on technology, then, would likely lead to a framework which 
needs regular updating if it is to remain fit for purpose.

One mechanism by which the risk of irrelevance can be minimised is through the regulation of objectives, 
rather than of services; it does not matter how one communicates, but rather that the effect is one of 
communication. Whilst the initial moves towards liberalisation (for example, the Telecommunications Act 
1984 in the UK, and the 1998 EU framework) were technology-specific, the 2002 reform moved towards 
technological neutrality, by taking account of the convergence of technologies.17 As the Commission’s 1999 
Communications Review put it:

“Technological neutrality means that legislation should define the objectives to be achieved, and 
should neither impose, nor discriminate in favour of, the use of a particular type of technology to 
achieve those objectives.”18

However, despite the clear and worthy intentions of such an approach, it is questionable whether the 
Commission has succeeded in creating a technologically-neutral regulatory regime. The European 
framework is centred around the notion of the “electronic communications service”, which is defined as a 
service which, inter alia, “consists wholly or mainly in the conveyance of signals on electronic communications 
networks.”19

17 COM (2007) 696, at page 3

18 “Towards a new framework for Electronic Communications infrastructure and associated services” (1999), COM (1999) 538, at page 
13

19 Art. 2(c), 2002/21/EC



Cellular and fixed line operators - which usually both operate electronic communications networks and 
provide services over those networks - are clearly within the scope of this definition. However, it is more 
questionable the extent to which IP-based services fall within the scope of the framework; does the 
distribution of a piece of software which is capable of encoding a voice input into data packets and directing 
them over the Internet to another user of the software constitute the provision of a service, for example?20

The result of this lack of clarity is a failure of European communications policy: the communications market is 
split into two tiers, comprising those providers which are regulated, and those which are not, despite each 
tier providing services which, from an end user point of view, are very similar, if not identical - one could not 
fault a consumer who opted to place a video call for free via Skype instead of paying to secure the same 
outcome by a video connection over UTMS from their mobile phone. If regulation exists only to the degree 
that it is proportionate and necessary, it is hard to justify why different regulations should be applied to 
different providers, when the services achieve the same objective.

As such, in any reforming proposals, Gopherania should seek to ensure that all providers of communications 
services are subject to the same obligations and costs, to ensure both a competitive marketplace, and 
adequate protection of consumers.21  To do this, Gopherania might wish to remove references to the 
underlying network carrying any communication, since, in a converged environment, this is not important. 
Instead, the definition might focus on the objective of the service, to maintain the distinction between a 
communications service, and the provision of a broadcast over such a service.

In addition to ensuring that the regime encapsulates all communications services, Gopherania would be 
advised to consider what should fall outside the scope of the framework, with a particular emphasis on the 
ongoing need to manage access to scarce resources, such as spectrum (for wireless service delivery), and 
numbering.22  Like water or land, one person’s use of either of these resources depletes the supply, and 
consumption has a direct impact on third party usage.
! ! ! ! ! !
Whilst access to spectrum has been a contentious issue for a number of years, it is worth bearing in mind 
that the debate is only applicable to those providers looking to operate physical wireless networks; service 
providers looking to provide over-the-top  services, or fixed line services, are unaffected by the debate. As 
such, the approach of the EU in permitting where necessary23  alternative processes, outside the scope of 
authorisation, for the acquisition / licensing of scarce resources is one which Gopherania would be sensible 
to consider.

If, however, debates around spectrum allocation should become insurmountable, or else that there is 
insufficient spectrum for every provider willing to pay for it to receive sufficient to offer its service, Gopherania 
might consider a more direct approach. By nationalising Gopherania’s radio access networks, any would-be 
provider could connect its core network to a centralised RAN, such that each provider then benefits from the 
same degree of coverage as the others, enabling competition to take place in the services offered over that 
network. Such an approach would likely be contested strongly by existing network operators, particularly if 
Gopherania has required them to pay not inconsiderable sums24  for the right to use the spectrum, but if 
access to spectrum remains a barrier to entry, and thus to competition, such an approach may be justified.

Obligations

Once Gopherania has determined the services to which regulatory obligations should apply, it would need to 
focus on the substance of those obligations. As discussed above, if the threshold for market entry is lowered 
without ensuring adequate protections within the regime itself, market chaos of the type envisaged by the 

20 In addition to this particular confusion, one might also criticise the apparently overlapping scope of the concept of “information society 
service” and “electronic communications service”, with discrepancies in the recitals to directive 2000/31/EC and 2002/21/EC.

21 http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/e78517f6-8fa9-11e0-954d-00144feab49a.html

22 Art. 5(2), directive 2002/22/EC

23 Art. 5(1), directive 2002/22/EC

24 http://www.ofcom.org.uk/static/archive/spectrumauctions/press/200427.htm



president is likely to ensue. Obligations take two main forms - those aimed at protecting consumers from 
harm, and those aimed at preventing harm to the markets.

In terms of consumer harm, core obligations include access to emergency services, protection of privacy and 
the need to ensure appropriate security (particularly where services are offered over the Internet) and, 
indeed, access to services at all. With respect to prevention of market harm, and fostering competition, 
Gopherania might be advised to consider those obligations within the EU framework which are available for 
NRAs to impose on providers with significant market power - in particular, universal service obligations. 
Since Gopherbell has such a significant market share, it is hard to envisage circumstances under which it 
would be found not to have significant market power; unlike European competition law rules, SMP 
obligations attract to providers which are found to have SMP, irrespective of whether they abuse that 
position. Indeed, one might argue that telecommunications is over-regulated from a competition law point of 
view, with some rather perverse decisions, such as the finding that a cellular operator is dominant with 
respect to termination of calls on its own network, and thus subject to SMP obligations.

Gopherania might also wish to consider whether access to the Internet should be considered a human right, 
a stance promoted by the United Nations,25 although, as with the more general concept of universal service, 
consideration would need to be given to the funding of such a commitment, and the technical means of 
delivery.

Lastly, an important consideration in the development of regulatory obligations is a recognition that regulation 
need not be an all-or-nothing affair; regulation should be proportionate to the risk presented by the service, 
and, as such, not all regulations need to apply to all services. Perhaps the most common demonstration of 
this is that there is greater regulation for public services than private services, and for telephony services 
(perhaps nowadays better considered as simply voice services) than data services.26 By regulating in accord 
with risk, Gopherania can aim to strike the difficult balance between unnecessarily hindering market access 
through imposition of potentially burdensome obligations and failing to adequately protect consumers.

Role of the regulator

Whilst it is obviously important to get the nature and scope of the requirements correct, the mere presence of 
obligations is unlikely to be sufficient to achieve the goals of reform; there is a considerable role for a 
regulator, in ensuring that operators comply with the authorisation terms - the main focus of the regulator 
within an authorisation regime is on ensuring the smooth operation of the communications market. Indeed, 
the Commission places considerable stock by the role of the regulator, such that the 2009 reform package 
replaced the pre-existing European Regulators Group  with Body of European Regulators for Electronic 
Communications27; whilst the main objective of BEREC is to encourage cooperation and coordination 
between NRAs28, rather than engaging in regulation itself, the existence of the body demonstrates the value 
placed by the Commission on regulatory oversight. Equally, the existence of BEREC could be seen as 
indicating that, previously, regulators were not operating in a manner suitable for a European single market, 
thus requiring a degree of central coordination.

Whilst the change to authorisation “require[s] national regulators to use general authorisations to authorise 
all communications networks and services”29, such that a regulator no longer needs to spend time 
negotiating contracts with market entrants (potentially a substantial time saving, given that, in the United 
Kingdom, BT’s licence was around 170 pages30), the European framework has left it to local markets to 

25 http://www.du.edu/gsis/hrhw/volumes/2004/best-2004.pdf

26 http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/telecoms/ga-scheme/general-conditions/general-conditions-guidelines/

27 Regulation (EC) No 1211/2009

28 http://www.erg.eu.int/

29 “Towards a new framework for Electronic Communications infrastructure and associated services” (1999), COM (1999) 538, at page 
22

30 http://webjcli.ncl.ac.uk/1997/issue5/graham5.html

http://www.erg.eu.int
http://www.erg.eu.int


determine whether would-be market entrants must submit notification documents to the regulator.31 As such, 
whilst a Member State may impose this obligation, and thus needs to maintain regulatory resource to 
administer such notifications, the burden is still likely to be lower than that facing a regulatory under a 
licensing regime. Similarly, where a notification regime exists, the regulator is in a good position to 
understand the scale and scope of the market, and so be well-placed to exercise its control. In a market 
without notification, the barriers to entry may be lower, but the regulator lacks this degree of market 
oversight.

From a market chaos point of view, there is an obvious degree of risk in such an approach - unless the 
regulator performs a regular sweep of the marketplace (a resource-intensive exercise), to determine where 
unauthorised or non-compliant communications services are being offered, it is dependent on reports from 
consumers, to identify problems before it can take action. However, whilst this might make the notification 
regime seem attractive, the benefit only extends to those providers which do register; if a provider does not 
register (whether through ignorance of malice), a regulator has the same task, of needing to spend time 
identifying these non-compliant services. Whilst this might seem an unnecessary expenditure of time, 
Gopherania would be advised to require its regulator to tackle such operators; although they may be creating 
innovative solutions, they are not complying with the rules imposed on others operators, with the risk of 
market chaos both in terms of competitive imbalance in the market place, with an unregulated entity subject 
to fewer restraints than a regulated one, and also potentially failing to comply with regulatory measures 
designed to protect consumers' interests.

In summary, with a sufficiently-resourced regulator, and a clear set of general conditions, the risk of market 
chaos arising from a move to an authorisation regime is low, provided that the scope of the regime is 
adequately described - to achieve this, the scope of regulation should be defined in terms of objective, and 
not technology, in particular avoiding the pitfalls of the current EU approach in linking service provision to 
proximity to a physical network. Whilst services which fail to satisfy the authorisation criteria continue to pose 
a risk, authorisation presents an opportunity for mitigation not available in a licensing situation, since the time 
saved by the regulator in no longer dealing with negotiation of lengthy licences could be used for market 
regulation.

Alternatives to authorisation?
! !
Whilst authorisation might seem an attractive option for Gopherania, it is worth noting briefly that 
authorisation or lengthy licensing negotiations are not the only two options.

For example, whilst a service might require approval from a state, the terms on which a licence might be 
granted could be standardised, in the same way as many software transactions are concluded today. Rather 
than needing to negotiate a lengthy document on an individual basis, the role of the state is to determine 
whether it thinks a particular service is appropriate, and then impose general obligations. Whilst this creates 
additional work for the regulator, and imposes a very real barrier to entry, it might suit a state which is 
concerned about market chaos, provided that its verification process enabled it to spot problematic services. 

Alternatively, Gopherania might consider a self-regulatory approach, whereby those providing 
communications services are responsible for regulating themselves. Whilst this might cut down on official 
regulatory time, and enable the regime to adapt fluidly to changing circumstances, it would require 
confidence that the actors were best placed, and sufficiently motivated, to make decisions which were in the 
best interests of the overall communications industry, and of Gopherania’s consumers, rather than 
themselves. One might be skeptical of the viability of self-regulation amongst an ever-changing group of 
participants, each trying to find ways of outperforming its competitors, and it would take a considerable leap 
of faith by Gopherania to proceed in this direction, as opposed to a path already trodden by other states.

Finally, Gopherania could adopt a regime without any form of restrictions - in other words, decide to have no 
form of regulatory regime at all. In this situation, the barriers to entry in terms of regulatory approval would be 
the lowest possible, but the absence of any form of imposed consumer protection measures would likely 
mean that, unless participants decided to act in consumer-friendly manners as a matter of commercial self-
interest, consumers would be unlikely to receive any degree of protection. Given the sensitivity of consumer 

31 Art. 3(2), directive 2002/22/EC



data and messages exchanged over communications services, a requirement to ensure appropriate security 
and privacy would seem fundamental, as would obligations on dominant market players to ensure that the 
market was accessible by new entrants. Given that the president of Gopherania has indicated a concern of 
market chaos, such a situation is unlikely to be of any appeal to him.
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